


In the Name of God









The glorious tale of Bank Pasargad is the reflection of the tale of the Lord of Wisdom. It is a clear 
and harmonious example of compatibility and rhythmic companionship between wisdom, love and 
culture. A pleasing manner of Iranian mysticism in which cunningness and profit-seeking are no 
longer stern and mundane. It has a spiritual sense that instead of dread and fear, is based on love and 
affection. The love entrusted in foundations of Pasargad is a unique and powerful feature that leads all 
elements and colleagues towards goodness and perfection while encircling them with joy.
Bank Pasargad’s  approach to engagement in “social responsibility” is beyond obligation and respon-
sibility: it signifies a progression in the “sublimation” and “refinement” of our path for experiencing 
true love making and acceptance of the role of the Lord of all creatures on the road to perfection 
towards eternity and Almighty God. A divine definition of sustainable development and growth mas-
tering profound effects of the activities of this institution on present and future generations.
Ceaseless commitment to ethics and fairness, endless enthusiasm to elevate the name of Iran, encour-
agement and promotion of art and artists, sponsoring of champions, compassionate assistance and 
encouragement of the elite, scholars, etc. We have become accustomed to such behavior and these un-
changing values are the bases of our beliefs and deep Pasargadian culture. Without a doubt, this trend 
and process shall be the cornerstone of the social foundations that will have inspiring and mounting 
effects on national norms and practices.  

IN THE NAME of GOD

CEO Message

Tell me of my beloved, my faithful messenger 
Tell the nightingale of the flower’s plight 
In the gathering of lovers, we are trusted, fear not
With trusted friends, speak of delightful tales
Tale of the Lord of Wisdom, nourishes the soul
Ask secrets of Him, narrate me a tale  *

Having fallen in love, we are the euphoric drunk
Having the breath of chalice as our soul, we are intimates of love
Having been aimed at, by the spear of blame of many
From the glance of the beloved, we have reached eternal bliss 
Help us, we are adrift, thou my guiding mentor
We confess being lost, having chosen the sinful road *

* Hafez Shirazi - Iranian 14th century poet

Majid Ghassemi
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To the noble people of Iran &
All Bank Pasargad shareholders, colleagues and faithful

It is a distinct pleasure and an honor to present you Bank 
Pasargad’s Corporate Social Responsibility Report for the 
fiscal year 21 March 2013 - 20 March 2014.
Bank Pasargad’s genuine commitment to Corporate 
Social Responsibility (CSR) goes abundantly beyond 
simply satisfying legislation. Our commitment to high 
ethical standards, legal compliance and integrity is re-
flected amidst values and beliefs embedded throughout 
our bank.
We continuously aim to address social concerns and 
work to benefit local communities in which we are pres-
ent. We recognize the potential impact of our presence in 
these communities; comply with our role as good corpo-
rate citizens and fully assure the heavy responsibility we 
share with the entire planet in preserving and protection 
the environment. Today we face the challenge of halting 
environmental destruction and restoring ecosystems.

R & D Department
December 2014

About this report

We have integrated social and environmental concerns in 
all our daily business operations and decision makings. 
Our success is driven by our people and their unyielding 
focus on delivering results while remaining committed 
to our values and social responsibilities.
Our deep commitment to CSR means we continually 
monitor and review our policies, procedures and gover-
nance. We measure our progress year on year and report 
in the most open and transparent way to our stakehold-
ers. In this past year, we carried out independent surveys 
with regards to the moral expectations of the society, cus-
tomer satisfaction and employees fulfillment and used 
the findings to form the basis of our plants for improving 
performance and enhancing our services.
In this report, we have considered the ISO 26000:2010 
standards and G4 guidelines, which is published by 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).
Environmental protection is a global issue. Corporate 
Social Responsibility is a continuing commitment. The 
road ahead will be long. But this is our moment.
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About Bank Pasargad
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History
Bank Pasargad (hereinafter referred to as “BPI”) was registered under NO. 254300 with 
the Tehran Companies Registrar Office on September 4th, 2005 according to Article 98 
of the Third Economic, Social and Cultural Development Plan of the Islamic Republic of 
Iran (approved on April 7th, 2000) and the Single Article of “Permission for Establishment 
of Non-Governmental Banks” (ratified on April 10th, 2000). Subsequently, BPI started its 
activities with an initial paid-up capital of IRR 3,500 billion pursuant to license No. 2849/H 
dated September 13rd, 2005 issued by the Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran 
(hereinafter referred to as “CBI”).
Presently, the bank’s paid-up capital is IRR 30,000 billion (the largest paid-up capital 
among all Iranian banks). BPI offers a wide range banking services in all its 326 nationwide 
(including 2 branches in Iran’s free trade, industrial and economic zones).
BPI was registered with Iran’s Securities and Exchange Organization (hereinafter referred 
to as “SEO”) on July 1st 2008 under No. 10500. According to the approvals dated February 
6th 2011 and June 19th issued by Board of Admission of Securities, BPI was accepted to 
Tehran Stock Exchange.  
BPI’s Head Office is located at: NO.430, West Mirdamad Blvd, Tehran 19697-74511, Iran.
With assets estimated above USD 24 billion, BPI is recognized as the 233rd top bank in the 
world by The Banker magazine.

Activity 
BPI offers all kinds of banking products and services; core business includes commercial, 
retail, and wholesale banking. All banking activities are performed in accordance and in 
compliance with the regulatory laws set by CBI.
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Deposits (Demand Deposits, Saving Deposits, Term Deposits, etc.)

Facilities Granted (via Islamic contracts such as installment sale, Gharzolhasane)

Issuing of different types of Bank Guarantees
(Bid Bonds, Advance Payment guarantees, Performance Bonds, etc.)

Various types of cards (debit, credit and pre-paid cards (gift cards & voucher cards))

E-Banking Services (Virtual Banking, Mobile Banking, Telephone Banking, etc.)

Foreign Exchange Services (Import-Export L/C, Drafts, L/G, etc.)
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Seyed kazem Mirvalad
Chairman of the Board

Ahmad Vadidar
Board Member & Executive Officer

Kamran Ekhtiar
Board Member & Executive Officer

Mohammadreza Hajian
Executive Officer

Ali Soleimany Shayesteh
Executive Officer

Gholam Hossein Vahidnia
Executive Officer

Davoud Mojtahed
Board Member

Ali Akbar Amin Tafreshi
Alternate Board Member

Zabihollah Khazaei
Board Member & Executive Officer

Mostafa Beheshti Rouy
Board Member & Executive Officer

Majid Ghassemi
CEO & Vice Chairman of the Board

BPI Board of Directors 
BPI’s Board of Directors provides oversight on all the bank’s affairs and continuously strives to improve and 
build upon its strong corporate governance practices. 
In accordance to the minutes of Extra Ordinary General Shareholder’s Meeting dated March 18th, 2014, BPI’s 
Board of Directors (whose eligibilities are approved by the Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran) and 
executive officers are as follows:
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Vision
We aspire to be Middle East’s leading bank and be 
ranked among the world’s top 500 corporations driven 
by five core philosophies and principles:

Customer is the essence of the bank - We shall al-
ways remain a fully customer - focus bank and consid-
er our clients as our biggest asset. We promise to serve 
all people regardless of their faith, color or nationality 
based on our moral and human beliefs. We pledge to 
be the best bank for our customers, assisting them to 
grow both domestically and internationally, enabling 
businesses to thrive and helping people to accomplish 
their dreams and achieve their aspirations;

Add value to our stakeholders - We aim to realize 
high returns and further prosperity for our stakehold-
ers by assuring a continuous and sustainable long-term 
growth for the bank;

Innovation and evolution - We strive to continu-
ously innovate our products and services based on most 
advanced technologies and relentlessly evolve and raise 
the bar in respect with the evermore sophisticated fi-
nancial needs of our retail and institutional clients;

Protect the environment - We remain committed to 
fulfilling our social responsibilities and confront social 
concerns by trusting our rich corporate culture, funda-
mental values and beliefs;

Create positive economic impact in our commu-
nities – We are conscious and proud of our Persian 
roots while remaining devoted to a global perspective. 
We are committed to play an active role in the growth 
of the Iranian national economy and contribute to the 
advancement of every community in which we are 
present.

Mission
Our primary objective is to be the best provider of fi-
nancial services for our customers while realizing high 

Strategy
Document
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returns and further prosperity for our stakeholders 
by assuring a continuous and sustainable long-term 
growth for the bank. 

Long-term Goals
•  Achieving proper place in international banking and 

financial industry
•  Achieving the first rank in deposit market share 

among Iranian banks
•  Increasing revenue 
•  Adding value to shareholders and other stakeholders

Grand Strategies
•  Continuous development of the bank’s human capital 

alongside deployment and improvement of an inte-
grated human capital system

•  Establishment and continuous improvement of in-
tegrated knowledge, marketing, investment and risk 
management systems

•  Enhancing the bank’s domestic market share and net-
work while planning for an effective and robust en-
trance to the international market scene

•  Diversification of the bank’s revenue stream and 
sources of income

•  Commitment in providing diverse and innovating 
products and services responding to our client’s needs 
based on new technologies

Core Values and Beliefs
Our values guide us in every decision we make and are 
the foundation for everything we do:

Ethics - Our commitment to high ethical standards, 
Islamic virtues, legal compliance and fairness is reflect-
ed in all values and beliefs embedded throughout our 
bank;

Integrity - Our pledge to do what is right at all times 
under the highest standards of integrity fosters the con-
fidence and trust of our shareholders;

Loyalty - Our devotion to clients and desire to build 

long-term relationships  is revealed on a daily basis by 
inexhaustible loyalty to our clients and respecting client 
confidentiality;

Responsibility - Our non-negotiable undertaking to 
respect and observance all prevailing domestic and in-
ternational laws, regulations and standards is précised 
in our governance and goes abundantly beyond simply 
satisfying legislation;

Leadership - Our aim to be an industry leader on a 
global scale demands effective leadership, dedication to 
excellence, accountability and courage at all levels of the 
bank;

Meritocracy - Our trust in our Human Capital as the 
pillar of our future success requires us to constantly pros-
per their growth, increase their knowledge and efficien-
cy, polish their skills and commitment to excellence.
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Reputation and Brand Name

BPI, only after 9 years of existence, is nationally recognized as a very reputable, innovative, reliable and highly 
admired brand names in the Iranian banking industry. To this date, BPI is Tehran Stock Exchange’s largest Initial 
Public Offering (IPO) with all proposed shares sold in a matter of few hours. Since its establishment, BPI has suc-
cessfully initiated secured rounds of capital increase and today possesses the largest amount of capital and high-
est Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) among all Iranian banks. Furthermore, BPI has uninterruptedly increased its 
domestic market share, is present on Asian Bankers Association (ABA) Board of Directors, is a member of many 
international banking and professional associations and has been ranked as world’s 233rd top bank by The Banker 
magazine.

Accelerating the growth of the bank’s product lines, product innovation and overcoming the competition are some 
of the topics discussed in national and international scientific and professional associations. Since 2008, BPI is 
named unfailingly every year as one of the “Top 10 Iranian leading companies” by the Iranian Industrial Man-
agement Institute (IMI). Moreover, according to The Banker magazine, BPI was the 9th highest mover bank in the 
world in 2012 and the “Bank of the year” in the Islamic Republic of Iran for the years 2010, 2012 and 2013. The 
bank’s solid reputation and international credibility is the result of ceaseless efforts by both management and staff. 
We aim to build on these achievements and gain further international recognition for the bank in the years to come.
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Culture

We strongly believe that a social corporate culture and rig-
orous code of ethical conduct are essential for the future 
success of the bank. Cultivating an efficient and operational 
corporate culture in BPI shall prepare the basis for the good 
performance of the bank in its various fields of business in 
future. Compliance to the ethical principles and obser-
vance of BPI’s code of conduct is a continuous concern for 
the bank’s top management.

BPI’s Code of Ethics is built on the following values and 
principals: faith, trust in God, commitment to doing the 
right thing, patience, loyalty, courtesy and respect of 
each other, joyfulness and dynamism, adorned appear-
ance, commitment to personal growth of, dedication to 
excellence, pursuit of knowledge, creativity and innova-
tion, justice, personal and working conscience, discipline, 
social responsibility, accepting responsibility, spirit of coop-
eration and collaboration, passion for the bank, sincerity, 
self-esteem, customer service, art of saying “NO”, precision 
in work and honesty.

Unique Core Banking System

Increasing consumer demands, high costs and general 
dissatisfaction with existing systems has required banks 
to invest strongly in new technologies and replace their 
core banking systems. 
BPI’s core banking system is a scalable, customer orient-
ed and integrated system specifically designed and devel-
oped by BPI’s IT subsidiary company FANAP. Due to its 
wide range of features and provisions such as customer 
support, product development, deposit taking, lending 
and payment BPI’s core banking system is highly useful 
and efficient for all retail banks and is now utilized in 
three Iranian banks in addition to BPI. 
BPI is the only banking group in Iran capable of man-
ufacturing its own core banking system. BPI intends to 
count on its own capabilities and human resources as 
much as possible. 
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Awards & Achievements

International Awards & Recognitions

Recognized by The Banker Magazine:

• As the world’s 233rd Top Bank in 2014
• As “Bank of the Year” in Iran for years 2010, 2012, 2013 and 2014
• As the 1st highest mover bank in the Middle East and 9th highest mover bank 

globally in 2012
• As the 1st bank in the Middle East and 16th globally based on Return On Assets 

(ROA) in 2014
• As “Islamic Bank of the Year” for years 2013 and 2014 in Iran

Winner of Iran’s Most Admired Knowledge Enterprise Award (MAKE) for years 2012, 
2013 and 2014 

Received ISO 10004 Certificate for bank performance in the field of monitoring and 
measuring customer satisfaction in 2013 from the British company ACS

Received Certificate for Information Security Management System (ISMS) for comply-
ing with the requirements of ISO 27001 in 2014 from CIS GmbH (Austria)

Received Gold Medal in World Invention Awards in 2014 for “Smart Queue Management 
System” from BIS (UK)

Received IUI 5002 Diamond Award related to the bank’s innovation in products & ser-
vices including “Pasargad Virtual Banking” in 2011 granted by International Union of 
Inventions & Industrial Innovations
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Individual awards received by Dr. Majid Ghassemi, 
CEO of Bank Pasargad:

The certificate of recognition as Iran’s “Most Admired Knowledge Leader” in 2013 for his 
endeavors in developing and deploying an enterprise management style that encourages 
the acquisition, sharing and application of knowledge - MAKE Award

The diploma of “Grand Officer” of European Innovation Award for his innovative manage-
rial approach in 2014 - INNOVA (Brussels)

“Gold Medal” for Innovation in 2014 - Eureka (Belgium)

As “Everlasting Leader of Banking Industry in Iran” in 2012

As “National Productive Manager” in 2014

National Awards & Recognitions

Iran Excellence Award Silver Prize Winner in 2013 - Organizational Excellence Forum re-
lated to Industrial Management Institute (IMI)

Bronze Medal for Human Resources Excellence in 2013 - Human Resource and Productivity 
Studies Center

Golden trophy of Iranian National Financial Management Award in 2014 - NFMF

“Banking Industry Champion” Award as the leading bank in Iran’s domestic market and as 
Iran’s fastest moving organization for years 2011- 2013; Iran’s Industry Champion Festival 

“Lean Organization” trophy in 2012 and 2013 - Administrative Integrity Management Award

As “Superior Productive Company” for years 2010-2014 - 1404 National Productivity Award

National trophy for productivity as the leading organization in 2014 - 4th Festival of National 
Productivity

Iran’s “Most Admired Company” in support of culture and art for year 2014 - TOPEX 
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ATMs

694 NO.

Debit Card

3,220,000 NO.

POS

175,000 NO.

Customer

3,100,000 NO.

Net Incom

IRR 15,668,000 M

Total Income

IRR 58,115,000 M

Total Asset

IRR 377,270,000 M

Total Base Capital

IRR 56,660,000 M

Total Employee

3,486 NO.

Direct Shareholders

3,100,000 NO.

          Indirect 

              1,500,000

Female-to-Male Ratio

   46% female

          54% male

PIN PAD

311 NO.

Total 

Credit Facilities

IRR 219,200,000 M

Total Deposit

IRR 306,000,000 M

Branches

326 NO.

Credit Card

76,000 NO.

Diversity

66 City

Advanced 

 Paid Cards

   6,500,000 NO.

Domains

31 State

Payment

 Gateway

   2,200 NO.

Profile
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Due to the high importance conferred to social responsibility by BPI and the wide extent 
of different dimensions associated with this issue, various theories and methods proposed 
by reputable international scholars were studied and compared by the bank in order to 
obtain a comprehensive model for BPI’s initiatives in the area of social responsibility. The 
final model is inspired from Carroll’s CSR pyramid by considering BPI’s particular ac-
tivities and characteristics. Here below is a conceptual representation of BPI’s Corporate 
Social Responsibility model:

Fullfilling our clients’ needs and crea�ng a fair economic environment of mutual 
interest

Accountability in all economic activities and possible consequence of such 
activities

Compliance to laws and regula�ons banking opera�ons

Avoidance of any social costs

Avoidance of transac�ons within the bank

Avoiding all kinds of discrimina�on, health and safety hazards and no 
environmental pollu�on

Obliga�on to respect the values and culture of Pasargad

Adherence to moral principles and standards in accordance to principles of 
fair business

Authoriza�on to engage in ac�vi�es

Philantropic ac�vi�es as a responsible corporate ci�zen inordet to alleviate 
social problems and to improve the quality of life for all people

Spiritual and financial aid in the field of social services, welfar and charity

BPI’s Conceptual Model for CSR

Economic Responsibilies

Legal Responsibilies

Ethical Responsibilies

Human Responsibilities
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A strategic approach to CSR 

Given the importance of CSR, today the question for institutions and corporations is not wheth-
er to engage in CSR, but what is the best way forward in crafting CSR programs reflecting an 
institution’s business value, while addressing social, humanitarian and environmental needs of 
that society. Accordingly, creating a strategic approach that combines vision, mission, strategies 
and values of the bank, generates a road map, and an agenda for all activities related to social 
responsibility.
BPI aligned and modified its CSR strategy inline with the bank’s core competencies. With the 
objective of attaining the vision of the bank, in line with structures implanted in successful 
international organizations and in respect of the capabilities of the bank, we have developed 
a framework for the bank’s CSR model based on three strategies: integration, innovation and 
partnership. This model is elaborated here bellow:

CSR
Activities

CSR
Strategies

CSR
Mission

Achieving
Vision

CSR Risk Management

Integration

Achieving the first rank among the     
Middle East banks & a proper place 
among the top 500 global companies

Bank’s sustainable development through
value creation for stakeholders

Innovation

Partnership

Strengthen Stakeholder Participation

Develop Strong CSR Governance



Reorganization of the bank's CSR model and revising of related strategies

Revising, completing, adopting and implementing BPI's codes of ethics and conduct

Adding ethical and environmental clauses to contracts with partners, clients & suppliers and regular 

monitoring on how it is complied with

Organizing a committee composed of the bank's managers for supervising all activities related to its 

corporate social responsibility program

Participating in projects related to social and economic development of Iranian society

Formulating, adopting and implementing environmental policies accompanied by clear, measurable and 

verifiable goals

Informing our employees and our community of the bank's policies and procedures regarding Corporate 

Social Responsibility program

Preparing for external assessments on the BPI's CSR program

Increasing the quantity and quality of interactions with stakeholders by disseminating the bank's CSR 

policies

Introducing a tool for assessing the impact of the bank's activities on the environment

Creating valuation and measurement tools on projects regarding the material and spiritual return to the 

bank's stakeholders

Collaborating with external organizations for promoting the bank's CSR program among stakeholders

Harmonizing the CSR programs of all Bank Pasargad Financial Group companies

1
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Future plans
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Stakeholders
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Identification and classification of 
stakeholders

Influence of Stakeholders
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Identifying potential stakeholders is an essential first step 
prior to getting stakeholders to participate in a CSR pro-
gram. Given the status of the beneficiaries in the bank, it 
is important to especially emphasize on one phrase out of 
BPI’s mission statement: “Inspiring stakeholders’ needs, 
green banking and social responsibility”. We have focused 
on this phrase in the bank’s strategic management and 
since several steps in this direction have been designed and 
implemented. In principal, all stakeholders that can affect 
and are affected by the bank should be identified. This is 
done continuously (usually annually) and at the macro lev-
el through the bank’s Strategic Planning Department and 
the expert committees were reviewed and improved.
The figure below shows the results of the review for identi-
fication and mapping of stakeholders at the bank (the bank 
and the effectiveness of their impact on the Bank):

Generally, the term “stakeholder” describes all individuals, 
groups and organizations that have an interest in the orga-
nization and can mobilize resources to affect its outcome 
in some way.

Environment

Non-pro�t Organization

Low

Lo
w

H
ig

h

High

Businesses

Media

Public

Financial Analysts

Auditors

Students

Competitors Society Suppliers
Government &
Policy Makers

Employees

Customers

Shareholders
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Stakeholders’ enagement

Maintaining engagement with our many stakeholders allows us to have ongoing conversations 
in support of our continuous effort for improving our service quality and delivering our com-
mitments. We continue to engage in discussions with our internal and external stakeholders to 
determine in what area disclosure could benefit from further explanation and clarification. BPI 
is engage with the following groups by means of communication specified herein:

Government Suppliers

Shareholders

CustomersEmployees

Public

Periodic meetings
Providing regular performance
Reports
Email
Phone call
Website

Ordinary and extra ordinary
Meeting of the general assembly
Meeting appoinment
Conferences
Stock exchange
Email / Website
Call center

Branches
Website
Seminar sessions
Polling booth
Financial statement
Field research of satisfaction
Call center

Website
Banking training programs

Conferences & Seminar
Meetings appoinment

Phone call
Media

Internal portal
Internal meeting

System suggestion
Think-tank

Performance valuation system
Measure  employee satisfaction

Website

Periodic meetings
Phone call
Email
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Approaches for identifying needs and expectations

Stakeholder needs and expectations are what the stakeholders want from the bank and will con-
tinue wanting until they have been satisfied. This makes stakeholder needs AIand expectations 
one of the most important things to determine.

Needs & ExpectationsApproaches to identifyStakeholders

 • New and qualitative products & services

 • Teaching modern banking services

 • Communication 24

 • Facilities tailored to the needs of        
customers with easier terms

 • Call   center

 • Surveys by phone, Website, Email, Visiting, 
Field Studies and Face to Face Meetings

 • Best review

Customers

 • Compliance with regulations issued and 
quick response to inquiries

 • Periodic reporting

 • Exercise for Implement laws and       
regulations

 • Tax payment

 • Meetings with the President of the             
Executive Board of the Central Bank

 • Seminar meetings with bank managers

 • Government approvals

 • Meetings with various levels of government

Government & 
Regulators

 • Increase in stock prices in the long-term 
& profitability

 • Information and continuous connection

 • Organizational survival

 • Comments and suggestions on the website 
of the Bank

 • Direct connection with CEO on site 

 • Ordinary and extraordinary general      
meetings

Shareholders

 • Empowerment, education and promotion

 • Career excellence 

 • Salary and job assurance

 • Think - tank

 • System suggestion

 • Internal meetings

Employees

 • Prompt payment

 • Continuing relationship 

 • Contracts

 • Joint meetings
Suppliers

 • Providing appropriate services

 • Support green initiatives with regard to 
the public interest

 • Financial support to students &         
providing services to students

 • Website

 • Call   center

 • The Best Review

 • Invite Top Students

 • Surveys by Bank site and conferences

Public
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In order to meet the needs and expectations of all stakeholders the following criteria have been 
chosen for the bank’s social responsibility model:

 • Accountability

 • Transparency

 • Ethical Behavior

 • Respect of Stakeholders’ Interests

 • Respect of the Rule of law

 • Respect of International Norms of Behavior

 • Respect of Human Rights
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Customers

Chapter 4
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Programs, actions 
and activities of the 
bank with respect 
to customers are      
generally focused on 
two main areas:
I. Ensuring effective communication and interaction

II.  Providing high quality products and services along 
with the finest and most appropriate method



Customers
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Customer’s communication needs
Interest and consideration for communication with customers is important for the long-term success 
of any business. In the early stages of the relationship, effective communication ensures our product 
and services meet the customer’s immediate needs. As time goes on, regular communication with 
customers allows the bank to either raise or design new products in order to satisfy customer re-
quirements. 

Communication Needs Communication Channels

Tips & Advice Face-to-Face meeting, Phone, Email, Website, Chat, SMS, Kiosk, Customer Club

Complaint / Criticism / Tank Inspection, Customer Club, Phone, Email, Website, Chat, SMS, Kiosk

Remove problems and 
discrepancies Phone, Website, SMS, Kiosk, Best Review

Relationship Phone, Email to directors of Bank in Website
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Main projects with customers executed 
in the year 1392  (21 March 2013 - 20 March 2014)

 ● Providing customers with anti virus software for   en-
hancing user safety

 ● Devising a two-factor password and restricting the 
entry to Online banking by IP of countries in order 
to increase the security of customer accounts

 ● SMS transaction alert to inform customers 

 ● Creating a secure payment system in order to in-
crease the trust of Online buyers & sellers

 ● Launching of cyber card in order to increase the se-
curity of Internet shopping services 

 ● Issuing of loyalty cards for fans of two prominent 
Tehran soccer clubs Esteghlal Tehran & Perspolis 
Tehran, while initiating a promotional and fund rais-
ing campaign for helping the Iran national football 
team

 ● Issuing of debit cards for inmates and creating a card 
payment platform for financial transactions

 ● Issuing of a Multi - Card named Man-Card
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Examples of actionArea of action

•• Customer orientation course in pre-service and in-service

•• Encourage colleagues to properly follow the principles of customer focus
Employees

•• Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

•• Kiosk surveys and Site Feedback

•• Fingerprint identification system 

•• Smart queue management

Systems

•• Providing multimedia brochures

•• Seminars and meetings with customers

•• E-banking courses for customers

Information

•• Extrovert architecture at Branches

•• Embed Help Desk at all branches

•• Music in the branches to create calm

Physical space

Dialogue with customers based on openness, transparency, 
trust and respect

In order to dialogue with our customers based on openness, transparency, trust and respect, 
BPI has taken significant measures around four central areas: employees, systems, information 
and physical space.
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Virtual Banking 

Bank Pasargad is the first bank that in Iran     

introduced virtual banking to provide easier 

access to online banking services. The system 

allows customers to conduct financial trans-

actions and have access to a variety of online 

banking services worldwide. 

We aim to facilitate our customers’ daily business with us by developing new 

easy to use products and services:

Mobile Banking

Considering extensive use of communications 

networks such as mobile phones, Bank Pasar-

gad provides valuable services to its customers 

including a highly developed mobile banking 

system.

ATM, POS & PIN PAD

Bank Pasargad has issued various types  of 

cards, and installed extension numbers of 

ATM, POS, and PIN PAD devices. All Bank 

Pasargad branches are equipped with ATMs.

Products and Services
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Debit Card

 3,215,496

2,464,736

1,795,308

1,267,066

On-line Banking Service

561,044

385,142

261,425

162,850

Credit Card

75,541

66,208

49,144

34,115

Telephone-Banking Service

353,386

294,589

212,796

192,300

Advanced Paid Cards

6,415,334

4,650,405

3,864,658

1,648,619

POS

174,9542013/14

2013/14 2013/14

2013/14

2012/13

2012/13 2012/13

2012/13

2011/12

2011/12 2011/12

2011/12

2010/11

2010/11

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

2010/11

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

2010/11

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

2010/11

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

2010/11

2010/11

2010/11

155,081

128,911

80,609

ATM

694

692

631

414

Mobile Banking

275,377

177,213

175,213

32,000
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Private Banking

In accordance to the needs and demands 
of our customers, BPI initiated a highly 
specialized and exclusive Private Banking 
Department in 2013. This unit provides 
tailored wealth management, investment and 
financial services for our high net worth clients 
helping to preserve and grow their wealth. 
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Easy and secure access to banking services

Eliminating the need to physically access a branch & 
Helping customers with disabilities

BPI has witnessed a perceptible growth of its domestic network. Presently, BPI has 326 branches 
in Iran and plans to reach 700 domestic and international branches in near future. Due to the 
implementation of BPI’s online banking system, customers are in less need to personally attend 
to a branch and can execute the majority of their banking transactions online from their place 
of residence.

We aim to help our customers accessing their accounts in the most convenient way. We 
continue to eliminate the requirement to physically attend our branches for all customers 
especially facilitating those with physical disabilities: 

 ● Building wheelchair ramps and lifts for the disabled;

 ● Adjusting the width of the sidewalk leading to the branches and levering them to the 
needs of the disabled and elderly

 ● Regulating the height of counters and ATMs proportioned to standards for the 
disabled

 ● Showing the information displayed in our branches according to the requirements 
for the visually impaired
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We use NPS and customer satisfaction surveys. To measure satisfaction among customers the 
overall customer satisfaction with BPI improved in 2013/2014. We continue to work to augment 
customer confidence and satisfaction.

Measuring customer Satisfaction

BPI continued to invest in means to evaluate customer experience in 2013/14, ensuring that 
the customer remains at the heart of our strategy planning as well as our day-to-day operations.

ChannelsSurveys

Field studies/ Poll person Measuring customer satisfaction index (CSI)

Field studies/ Poll person
Measuring customer loyalty (NPS)

Website

Field studiesImage of the bank

Field studiesMeasuring consumer-based brand equity

2013/142012/132011/122010/11Surveys

5786The number of field studies
Field studies

7.1518.2154.3251.174Samples were Poll

571615Studies of the Web
Field studies

8.3035.3533.1753.558Web Surveys
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Complaint handling procedure

Complaint procedure

Time and effectiveness in handling customer complaints is fundamental in a good Customer 
Service Program. BPI has asked all its managers and employees to welcome customer com-
plaints, accept the responsibility and then attempt to resolve it (preferably by fixing the issue 
there and then). In cases where the issue is more complex, one of our experts from the Inspec-
tion Department will assume responsibility of the issue until it is resolved.
We welcome and highly appreciate customers taking time to tell us what has gone wrong, so 
we can improve the quality of our services. We have also simplified our internal procedures for 
immediately resolving customer complaints.

One of the main channels to file a complaint at BPI is through the Internal Audit & Inspec-
tion Department. After receiving suggestions, criticisms and complaints from customers (either 
through a written statement, by phone, in person, by fax, email, etc.) this unit immediately seeks 
to solve the issue and send a response to the concerned customer.
During the past year, 983 complaints were filed with different units at BPI. After conducting 
necessary reviews and investigations a great majority of the cases were resolved to the satisfac-
tion of our customers.
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Establishing and 
maintaining a well   
diversified, committed 
and loyal stakeholders 
is the bank’s 
principal strategy a 
propose shareholders. 
We aim to achieve this 
objective through the 
following means:
• Reinforcing the economic stability of the bank
• Expanding investor interest and generating 

acceptable profit for shareholders
• Continued transparency and  access to the bankꞌs 

information for all
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جدول 5.1: رویکردهـایا اصول حاکمیت شرکتی

Corporate Governance

Operating a strong and ethical company is crucial to our success in developing and main-
taining the trust and confidence of our shareholders and other stakeholders. Our sound 
corporate governance practices and management policies ensures accountability and trans-
parency across all of our businesses and related activities. This commitment to responsible 
behavior is shared throughout our organization starting at the bank’s Board of Directors. 
Corporate governance broadly refers to the mechanisms, processes and relations by which 
corporations are controlled and directed. Considering the constitutional structure and na-
ture of the Islamic banking system and the current rules and regulations of Iran, there we 
4 fundamental and essential aims for BPI’s corporate governance policies: Responsiveness, 
Responsibility, Transparency and Equity of Rights. 
Prior to implementation of its corporate governance policies, BPI studied many different 
models including the Anglo-American and Franco-German models in order to develop 
the features of Islamic corporate governance. Different approaches to corporate governance 
principles have been determined and illustrated in the following table Based on the Islamic 
Financial Services Board (IFSB) model: 

Practical examplesApproach

Defining the roles and responsibilities of the 
Board of Directors, Executive Management, 
relevant committees and the bank’s internal & 
independent  auditors, etc.

Establishing of a comprehensive framework 
for Corporate Governance

Financial and non-financial reporting on a 
regular basis in accordance with international 
standards and the Sharia rules

Transparency through reporting

Full disclosure on use of funds deposited by 
clients/ Confirming the provisional profit 
allocated to clients in case the final share of 
profits was less/ Not deducting the cost of 
doubtful receivables from the share of profit of 
depositors and compensation of poor quality 
assets by the banks

Protecting the rights of holders of 
Certificates of Deposit (CD)
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Shareholders

BPI’s major shareholders as of March 20th, 2014 are shown in the following table:

Approach No. of shares % Ownership

Pars Aryan Investment Co. 4,309,242,690 14.36

Saman Majd Investment Co. 1,494,538,733 4.98

Tamin Atiyeh Co. 1,352,121,161 4.51

Kharazmi Investment Co. 1,275,495,708 4.25

Sam Group Co. 1,126,073,702 3.75

Milad Gostar Noavaran Co. 1,108,561,097 3.69

Bank’s Staff Pension 1,021,767,925 3.41

Hamyari Kowsar Investment Institute. 881,834,736 2.94

Bineshpazhooh Iranian Co. 776,379,140 2.59

Mohamad Hadi Nik La’al Fard 762,465,439 2.54

Sahib Omid Iranian Co. 688,770,388 2.30

Hamghadam Trade Co. 673,926,291 2.25

Omid Tamin Atiyah and Refah Institute 599,130,529 2.00

Setareh Mansoubi 487,563,021 1.63

Effat Arzai 306,119,584 1.02

Others 13,136,009,856 43.78

Total 30,000,000,000 100
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The following table shows bank ownership, ranked by real and legal entities, respectively:

Type of entities No. of shareholders No. of shares % Ownership

Real 52,979 6,483,018,772 21.61

Legal 544 23,516,981,228 78.39

Total 53,533 30,000,000,000 100

RealLegal

Corporate Governance

 ● Attending relevant conferences and meetings

 ● Organizing individual and group meetings with 
shareholders and those active in the capital markets

 ● Fulfilling requirements of Tehran Stock Exchange

 ● Coverage in national and international newspapers 
and media 

 ● A dynamic and comprehensive website 

External Analysts & Auditors 

 ● Audit Institutions

 ● Stock Exchange

 ● Annual Meeting of the General Assembly

 ● Direct email & telephone inquiries

BPI continuously strives to improve relations with its shareholders by:
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Shareholders’ rights

The table below illustrates the amount of equity investments at Bank Pasargad from year 
2006 through March 20, 2014. The sum of the bank’s capital, reserves and retained earnings 
has grown 12-fold in this period. During the past year, total equity increased by 18% at the 
bank reaching IRR 53,255 billion on March 20, 2014.

0

10,000,000

2006/2007

20,000,000

30,000,000

40,000,000

50,000,000

60,000,000

2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011 2011/2012 2012/2013 2013/2014

(IRR Million)
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The bank’s centralized approach towards 
business partners and suppliers achieves 
stability and mutual interest for all 
parties. For this purpose and according to 
its strategy, the bank has identified 
partners and suppliers according to their 
specialty and market segment.

BPI’s strategy is to maintain the bank’s efficiency and independence by outsourcing all services in which it is not specialized. 
This strategy promotes investments despite limitations faced by the banking industry in Iran.

Accordingly, BPI has classified its major partners and suppliers in two categories:

I. Pasargad Financial Group

II. Other Companies, Institutions and Agencies
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Pasargad Financial Group 

All subsidiaries and affiliates of BPI are categorized as “Pasargad Financial Group”. 
BPI Financial Group consists of the bank itself and all companies at the bank’s arms-length 
including those specialized in Information and Communication Technology (ICT), insur-
ance, stock brokerage, investment, machinery leasing, real estate leasing as well as companies 
acting in the construction industry, mining industry, and the energy sector. As the group’s 
holding company, Pars Arian Investment Co. is responsible for the control and management 
of BPI Financial Group. The table below shows the bank’s main subsidiaries and affiliates:

Some of the Companies
Bank’s Share

% IRR Million

Saman Sakht Aryan Co. 99.9 4,099,400

Pasargad Arzesh Afarinan Co. 98 1,959,905

Pasargad Exchange Co. 90 162,288

Pasargad Leasing Co. 67 335,000

Pasargad Electronic Payment Co. 60 240,000

Bank Pasargad Brokerage Co. 49 44,100

Pasargad ICT Co. (FANAP) 49 579,180

Modaberan Sakht Aryan Co. 45 1,590,000

Middle East Mabna Co. 43.84 1,001,896

Pasargad Insurance Co. 20 167,580

Middle East Mines & Mineral Industries 
Development Holding Co.

20 2,728,908
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Proficient and capable partners 
create value for stakeholders

The process of identification, selection and 
evaluation of suppliers for goods and services is 
conducted according to a documented proce-
dure evaluating both the quantitative and qual-
itative criteria. Identifying the suppliers is done 
through participating in exhibitions, search-
ing the Web, reviewing brochures, visiting the 
market, and most importantly, the use of avail-
able information on suppliers registered in the 
bank’s ERP system. 

Creating lasting relations with 
partners and suppliers

BPI seeks to establish and maintain stable rela-
tions with its partners and suppliers based on 
mutual respect and trust. All financial trans-
actions with our suppliers and business part-
ners are fully transparent and available. In our 
partnership, we aim to create value and mutual 
profit.

Development of an extensive 
network of partners and 
suppliers

BPI seeks to establish and maintain stable rela-
tions with its partners and suppliers based on 
mutual respect and trust. All financial trans-
actions with our suppliers and business part-
ners are fully transparent and available. In our 
partnership, we aim to create value and mutual 
profit.
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Description 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

The total amount of purchases (IRR) 213,701,143,022 275,297,211,007 365,057,320,227

The amount of purchases made in Iran (IRR) 146,461,717,649 177,500,827,954 230,797,495,644 

% of purchases made in Iran 68 64 63

Average monthly purchases (IRR) 17,808,428,585 17,808,428,585 30,421,443,352 

Equipment, supplies and back-office services purchased 

Description 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

% of suppliers based on respect of ethical, 
social and environmental standards in their 
contracts

80 90 85

In terms of the ethical, social and environmental standards 

Description 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

% of suppliers that are monitored 50 75 80

% of non-compliant contracts either 
terminated or resulting in fines for supplier

10 5 5

% of contracts that were not renewed due to 
non-compliance with regulations

5 2 2

Monitoring compliance with environmental principles and commitment by suppliers

Some facts and figures
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BPI’s principal competitive advantage over rival Iranian banks is resumed in the quality of 
its personnel. We continuously strengthen their knowledge, skills and management dexter-
ity through organizing specialized courses and training programs. Additionally, by creating 
a peaceful, serene and dynamic work environment, we aim to optimize the abilities of our 
employees for better serving our clients. At BPI, we have established flexible working hours, 
encouraged employee feedback, promoted creativity and rewarded commitment to our val-
ues in order to excel the bank’s human capital.
Therefore, we are highly attentive to recruit and engage the most qualified and skilled indi-
viduals available in the job market in order to insure orderly expansion of our network. We 
also regularly evaluate and promote our employees in order to safeguard their motivation 
and assure their growth.        
The table below illustrates the bank’s Human Capital by to their education degrees and sepa-
rated by their place of employment at either the bank’s Head office or branches.

Human Capital Distribution in Branches and Head Office

Education 
2010/2011 2011/2012 2012/2013 2013/2014

HQ Br HQ Br HQ Br HQ Br

PHD 12 - 13 - 13 - 14 -

Post Graduate 52 117 66 277 73 277 87 361

Graduate 289 2,052 304 2,331 339 2,331 349 2,350

College Degree 89 313 93 270 93 270 85 240

Total 442 2,482 476 2,878 518 2,878 535 2,951

Total (Male & Female) 2,924 3,232 3,396 3,486

Percentage 15 85 15 85 15 85 15 85
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Human Capital (Based on Gender, Qualifications, & Work Experience)

Education 
Post Graduate

(Number)
Graduate
(Number)

College Degree
(Number)

Male Female Male Female Male Female

9-0 Years 182 237 1,243 1,311 50 2

19-10 Years 5 - 3 - 2 -

29-20 Years 1 - - - - -

More than 30 Years 33 4 129 13 242 29

Total 221 241 1,375 1,324 294 31

Total (Male & Female) 462 2,699 325

Percentage 6.34 6.92 39.44 37.98 8.43 0.89

Anti - discrimination policies and practices

Discrimination on any matter, including gender, age, ethnicity, religion and disability, are not tolerated at BPI. Promotion 
is solely based on merit within the bank. 

Women at BPI 

Women are still underrepresented in the Iranian banking sector. BPI is taking steps to address gender equality in represen-
tation at all levels. Our female representation at executive level increased to 46% from 45% in 2012.
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Training and developing employees

Training and development are important tools for amplifying the skills and knowledge of BPI employees in order to 
meet the bank’s high expectations. Fostering capable and professional workforce through the provisions of appropriate 
learning, development and accreditation are our training priorities. 

Internal

Developing our employees effectively is essential to future prospering of our bank. We take a systematic approach 
to identify, develop and deploy talented employees for ensuring a robust supply of high-caliber individuals with the 
values, skills and experience required for senior management positions. In this context, “Human Competence Model” 
evaluating required competencies for each job was adopted by the bank. This model has four layers and 7 groups of 
competence in the three levels of recruitment, development and promotion.
The process of “Training Needs Assessment” taking place in level 1 corresponds to job identification according to ISO 
10015: 1999 standard. Levels 2 & 3 are based on the training needs expressed by employees and managers. It is derived 
from the strategy of the bank and is annually updated.

Layer 4

Layer 3

Layer 2

Layer 1

Professional
Competence

Manageral
Competence

Manageral
Competence

Promotion

Development

Recruitment

Industry
Competence

General
Competence

Basic
Competence

Occupational
Merit

Working
Merit

Effective
Interpersonal
Competencies

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

Banking
Merit

Scientif ic
Merit
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Person-hours of training on the job separation

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

Managers 42 52 55 61

Experts 41 47 53 56

Other Employees 30 32 34 35

Person-hours of training related to organizational culture and ethics

Description 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

General colleagues - 7,461 6,514 8,111

External

Our vision is to be the best financial services company in the Middle East and to be ranked among the world’s top 500 
corporations. BPI has been successful in gathering knowledgeable, skillful and dedicated employees and bids to constantly 
proliferate their skills and abilities by participating in national and international courses and training programs. 

Courses Abroad in 2013

No. Course No. 
Participants Place Time 

(hours)

1 International Trade Finance Conference Week 2 Vienna - Austria 45

2 6th Annual Turkey Energy & Infrastructure Finance 2 Ankara - Turkey 14

3 Senior Management Program in Banking 2013 2 Geneva , Zürich - Swiss 168

4 Wincor - Nixdorf Product Overview 2 Frankfurt - Germany
 London - England 16

5 Fraud - Sanctions and Embargoes -BASEL III 3 Yerevan - Armenia 45

6 Counter Party Risk Analysis and Credit Ratings 3 Vienna - Austria 17

7 Bank Counter Party Risk Analysis and Credit Ratings 1 Limassol - Cyprus 17

8 The latest achievements in the field of banking technology 1 Istanbul - Turkey 17
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Creating a distinct corporate culture

BPI is committed to creating a distinct corporate culture is based on an “employee com-
pensation model”. We have identified employee behavioral patterns and created a corporate 
culture with 150 features a BPI banker must have. We have emphasized on compliance to 
the bank’s values and beliefs while adhering to a strict, sound and honest behavioral frame-
work. BPI’s distinct corporate culture assists us in providing quality service to an increasing-
ly diverse and demanding customer base in addition to attracting and retaining skilled and 
committed bankers. 

Health, wellbeing and safety of employees

The physical and psychological health of our employees in addition to their welfare is the 
bank’s primary concern as well as our legal and moral responsibility. Setting high standards 
for health and safety of employees demonstrates our commitment to the safeguard and well-
being of our employees.

تمهیدات ورزشى و فرهنگى

Contracts with sports complex

Appropriation for sport

Giving employees sporting tools

Sports competitions

Mountaineering

Celebrate holidays

Attend to the colleagues's funeral 
and wedding

Medical examination at the beginning 
of service

Health monitoring periodically

Psychological and legal counseling

Remote consultation

Vaccination

Life skills workshops

Social security and pension insurance

Supplemental insurance

Life and Accident Insurance

Medical Assistance Loan
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Attention and care of BPI’s human capital

Attention and care of BPI’s human capital

Approach Course Interval

Wellbeing of employee’s family

Subsidy for marriage Case by case

Children's birthday gifts Case by case

Providing travel arrangements Annually

Construction of hotels in different cities Annually

Attention and care of employees

Employee birthday gift Annually

Gifts Women's Day and the Day of Man Annually

Employee turnover Continuous

Providing employees with accommodation during assignments Case by case

The variety and range of insurance coverage Continuous

Task Interval Course of action

Trusted on call medical doctor Continuous Consultation in the field of health

Medical examinations prior to cooperation Getting Started Health check

Medical test and health monitoring Biennial Blood tests, Ultrasound, Optometry,  Audiologists & etc.

Electronic health records for employees Continuous Medical records of 2700 employees

Vaccination Continuous In the case Hepatitis B, Flu Vaccine

Health insurance Continuous Insurance Coverage 

Installation of air filters Continuous All branches

Information on health and safety Continuous Articles, brochures and guidelines for health

Consultation Continuous Providing diverse and numerous consultations
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Encouraging employees to do volunteer                   
work in their communities

BPI encourages all employee participation in community services and extra-curricular ac-
tivities as well as inspires volunteer charity work.

Employee Satisfaction Rate

83

82

77

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12
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BPI is committed to improving the 
economic, social and cultural life of the 
communities in which we are present. 
We have initiated and implemented 
extensive programs for promotion of 
arts, sponsorship of sports and 
endorsement of charity events in order 
to elevate and prosper communities. 
These engagements have included 
patronage of art exhibitions, social 
events and theatrical performances 
that have required private funding.

At BPI, we strive to assure better futures for all our communities by addressing fun-
damental issues such as job creation, housing and basic human services. These focus 
areas allow us to take a comprehensive approach to a wide range of social needs linked 
to strengthening professional skills of the unemployed, community development and 
other basic human services. 
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Supporting the implementation of major national projects

Financing of  national projects

BPI has financed Hormuz Oil Refining Company with the objective of domestically refining 
300 thousand barrels of crude oil per day.

Production support and economic self-sufficiency

In order to achieve economic self-sufficiency in Iran, BPI has continuously supported the 
country’s manufacturing sector by providing preferential financing conditions. 

BPI continuously granted financial facilities to all sectors
of the Iranian economy

Chapter 4
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Facilities granted to various economic sectors (IRR Million)

Trade & Services

Agriculture

Housing

Industry & Mining

Cunstruction

Export

116,657,228

272,638

63,381,456

8,816,393

391,579
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Employment Opportunity 

Direct Employment

As of 20 March 2014, Pasargad Financial Group (BPI, its subsidiaries and affiliates) employed 23,683 employees as 
shown in the table below:

No. Company Number

1 BPI 3,486

2 Middle East Mines and Mineral Holding Co. (MIDHCO) 7,981

3 Pasargad Insurance Co. 9,857

4 Pasargad Aryan ICT Co. 890

5 Pasargad Aryan Supporting Services Co. 783

6 BPI Electronic Payment Co. 304

7 Others 445

Total 23,683
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Indirect Employment 

By dividing the total amount of credit facilities granted by BPI during the year 2013/14 by capital required for creation 
of one job (IRR 1,583 million) in Iran, we can conclude that BPI created more than 113,000 indirect jobs in the year 
2013/14. By the same reasoning, we can conclude that Pasargad Financial Group created more than 130,000 indirect 
jobs for the year 2013/14. 

Support of social, educational, cultural and public events

Supporting and encouraging organizations in various fields such as of science, education, and sports is an integral part and 
principal objectives of BPI’s social responsibility program. The following list represents only a few of the events arranged 
and sponsored by BPI as part of its CSR program:

 ● Scholarships as well as material and moral support for the winners of Iran’s national college entrance examinations 
for the last 6 years

 ● Releasing a large numbers of prisoners convicted of unintentional crimes and assisting them for returning to their 
families and field of professional activity

 ● Sponsoring national champions in different sports

 ● Organizing different sporting events for clearing of waste from the environment

 ● Voluntary support of victims of natural events such as earthquake and flood or famine-stricken country of Somalia 
or certain diseases such as blindness by BPI employees

 ● Investment in films such as «Critical Stage» (winner of “Crystal Simorgh” award as best Iranian film in 2014), Mel-
bourne, Zero Hour and Bahman

 ● Patronage and sponsorship of divers environmental protection programs and protection of natural parks in collab-
oration with relevant organizations

Most important cultural programs promoted by BPI

 ● Contributed to the commemoration ceremony entitled “Half-century  of film making by Mr.Dariosh Mehrjuie”

 ● Organizing the in concert entitled “VASL-E-YAR”  in the Azadi Tower

 ● Financial assistance  to Home Theater Actors Guild in their tenth year celebration 

 ● Assisting Art Gallery in organizing individual painting collections

 ● Organizing the “Koran and Health” conference in Tehran

 ● Presenting five Iranian works of art in domestic and international auctions in support of national artists

 ● Investment in the production of Iranian distinguished cinematographic films
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Supported the release of selected specialty books
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Main educational activities and conducted by BPI

 ●  Partnership in collecting, arranging and printing the king Tahmasp’s Shahnameh “story of kings”

 ●  Sponsorship of the National Conference on Corporate Governance 

 ●  Financial support for the Iranian Book Institute

 ●  Financial assistance in organizing Forouzanfar Award

 ●  Extension of customer satisfaction  ISO 10004 certification

 ●  Sponsorship of the annual conference of Mathematics 

 ●  Sponsorship of the Ninth Conference on Human Resource Development

 ●  Sponsorship of International Congress on Modern Methods in medical and pharmaceutical Research  

 ●  Participation in conference on “Introducing preventive measures in fighting cybercrimes”

 ●  Sponsorship of conference on “Fight against corruption gains administrative”

 ●  Financial support to the winners of Iran’s national college entrance examinations” 

 ●  Sponsorship of the Twelfth Congress of Audiology

 ●  Sponsorship of Clinical Laboratories Enhancement Congress

 ●  Financial contribution to Nima Yushij & Ali Akbar Dehkhoda Festival sponsored by Tehran University
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Establishment and management of Khatam University 

In order to fulfill its social responsibilities in the area of large-scale scientific 
and educational activities, BPI founded the University of Khatam. The bank 
has made significant investments in this university enabling students to ben-
efit from world’s finest technologies.
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Support of sport 

 ● Sponsoring the Iranian Mountain Climbing Federation for 
the Asian Climbing Championship in 2013

 ● Sponsorship of the Iranian national free-style and Greco roman 
wrestling teams

 ● Financial support of wrestling champions from the 2013 
World Championship in Budapest

 ● Awarding scholarships to Khorramabad indoor soccer players

Charitable and humanitarian activities 

 ● Donations to a rehabilitation center in the city of Mashhad

 ● Helping students with hemophilia

 ● Helping Ghadir Charity Foundation 

 ● Financially supporting the foundation for rare diseases

 ● Financial contribution to a charity hospital in the city of 
Mashhad

 ● Financially assisting help-seekers under the charitable trust

 ● Offering insurance coverage to staff members of welfare     
organization
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Membership and sponsorship of national and international conferences 

Coherent with BPI’s social responsibilities and brand development, we have continuously   
sponsored and supported different high level conferences and forums. The table below shows 
some of the recent conferences we have sponsored:

Other activities 

 ● Patronage of the seventh Exhibition of Banking, Insurance and Stock Exchange Services

 ● Patronage of National Festival of Industry Champions

 ● Participation in monitoring of the Environment Exhibition

 ● Financial assistance to the Iran-Iraq Friendship Association

 ● Sponsorship of the Business Opportunities Conference

Description Participant Purpose Achievements

Asian Bankers Association 
(ABA) Board member

Understanding the capacities 
and potential of regional and 
international monetary and 
financial centers

Divers scientific utilizations 
and establishing 
correspondent relations 
with participants

Association of Private Banks Board member
Coordination and liaison with 
banks and private financial 
institutions

Exchange of statistics and 
information, coordination 
and communication with 
private banks and financial 
institutions

Specialized subsets of the 
Association of Private Banks CEO

Coordination and liaison with 
banks and private financial 
institutions

Exchange of statistics and 
information, coordination 
and communication with 
private banks and financial 
institutions

Diverse Professional 
Associations Board member Scientific and technical 

communication

Introducing the bank / 
Exchange of data and 
information / Coordination 
of the decisions and actions 
of the association
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Others

Arts & Cultural Activities

Humanitarian & Charitable Activities

Educational Activities

Sport Activities

3,017

5 %
15 %

8 %

7 %

65 %

15,002

13,494

9,540

32,386

Total Assistance & Sponsorship: IRR 73,529 Million 
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The nature of banking 
activities requires for 
both transparency and 
security of information
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Bank’s Governing Rules & Regulations

The most important governing laws and regulations on banking activities in Iran are:

 ● Monetary and Banking Law (Approved in 1972) and its amendments

 ● Usury-Free Banking Law (Approved in 1983)

 ● Annual Monetary Financial and Supervisory Policies of CBI

 ● Money and Credit Council Approvals

 ● Circulars from the CBI

 ● Tax Law

 ● Securities Market Law of IRI

 ● BPI’s Articles of Association

 ● Anti-Money Laundering Act (Approved in 2007)

 ● Approvals of Supreme Council on Anti-Money Laundering
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Financial Crimes

BPI has adopted a zero tolerance policy with regards to bribery, corruption, money laundering 
and observance of sanctions. We have installed a computer program to systematically check 
and update all international rules and regulations concerning governance, policies, procedures, 
internal controls and systems in order to mitigate the risk of failure and non-compliance to 
relevant national and international Anti-Money Laundering (AML) legislation on bribery and 
corruption and regulations on sanctions.

BPI has also engaged in several activities concerning establishment of anti-money laundering, 
legislation including:

 ● Notifying all departments about anti-money laundering regulations and directives

 ● Online connection to the National Organization for Civil Registration, State Organization 
for Registration of Deeds and Properties, for identification and verification of all docu-
ments and client information

 ● Implementation of Know Your Customer (KYC) procedure for verification of all 
client information

 ● Preventing acceptance and payment of cash in excess of authorized amounts with-
out systematic reporting

 ● Implementing AML software

 ● Holding AML courses for all BPI employees

 ● Continuously monitoring  suspected activities

 ● Responding to Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) inquiries and performing all stipu-
lated procedures and duties
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Legal Inspector & Independent Auditor

According to BPI’s Ordinary Annual General Meeting dated July 8, 
2013, the following were appointed as BPI’s legal Inspector, Indepen-
dent Auditor and Alternate Legal Inspectors:

 ● Legal Inspector and Independent Auditor: Iran Mashhood 
Auditing Institute

 ● Alternate Legal Inspector: Tadvin & Co Auditing Institute
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Risk Management 

The function of risk management in the identification, assessment and prioritization of 
risks in order to minimize the probability of adverse events is well proven in the banking 
sector. In this regard, Central Bank of Iran has required all Iranian banks to implement 
complete and wide-ranging risk management solutions and systems.
As part of BPI’s grand strategies in devising a comprehensive risk management system for 
the bank, we intend to design and deploy Enterprise Risk Management (ERM). Accord-
ingly, Risk Management Balanced Score Cards (BSC) are designed and implemented in all 
divisions within the bank in order to create closer ties between different business units of 
the bank and the important concept of risk.
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Risk Management Structure

The risk management culture at BPI is rigorously applied by the banks top management. Risk management at BPI is 
directed by the banks Risk Management committee at Three levels as illustrated in the diagram above.

Additionally, our risk culture involves proactive risk identification: appraisal and appropriate time bound initiatives to 
mitigate risk with the objective to balance risk with expected return. The process of managing risk at the bank is as follows:

Identification: 
Different risks are identified through monitoring and setting of meaningful indicators by the bank’s Risk Management 
Department and Risk Committees under 4 major categories: Credit, liquidity, operational and market risks (based on 
Basel accords).

Appraisal: 
Risk indicators are measured quarterly and reports are prepared in consequence. Appropriate recommendations are 
submitted to the Supreme Risk Committee in order to mitigate material risks.

Approving, modification of actions and execution:
The bank’s Steering Committee proposes some rectifying actions to the Board of Directors in order to mitigate the risk 
in areas of high risk. After approval by the bank’s Board of Directors, appropriate measures are implemented by relevant 
departments.
The effectiveness of BPI’s Risk management system is best reflected in the bank’s Non-Performing Loan (NPL) ratio (be-
ing the lowest among all Iranian banks).
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looks upon the   
environment  from 
3 perspectives:
I. Introduction of operational 

procedures in accordance 

with environmental protection 

through educational campaigns 

for employees;

II. Advocating responsible use 

of water, energy and fuel by 

Iranian citizens as well as rational 

management of materials;

III. Refusal to lend polluting 

industries & activities harmful for 

nature and natural resources.
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Eco - friendly Solutions

Expanding Online banking
In promotion of reducing paper consumption, BPI has implemented electronic methods 
for many types of customer communications and transactions. During the period 20 March 
2013 till 20 March 2014, BPI executed nearly 474 million digital correspondences through 
Online banking and other electronics channels. Meanwhile, we also encouraged the use of 
electronic images ATMs, use of electronic payment mechanisms, and required BPI employ-
ees to reduce their number of prints, preventing cutting of 4,891 trees.

Encouraging customers to use electronic banking services 

BPI provided the necessary training for customers (such as free E-banking education for 
over 57,000 individuals) in order to reduce both referral to branches (less fuel consumption) 
and paper transactions (less paper usage).

Reducing bureaucracy
In order to avoid personal referral by clients to our different branches, BPI has strived to 
minimize administrative bureaucracy and respond to clients in the shortest time possible.

Number of Successful Transactions (In Accordance with Type of  Terminal)

Type  2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

ATM 35,886,262 64,758,570   86,927,570 104,419,052

POS 32,194,220 67,525,237 123,581,440 181,058,082

PIN PAD   1,097,983   1,122,251    2,634,615     1,842,536

On-line Banking Services   8,727,229 33,946,570 103,708,155 187,232,582

Total 77,905,694 167,352,628 316,851,780 474,552,522
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the standards and regulatory requirements

Generally, banks have a relatively 
minor impact on the environment. 
Nevertheless, BPI has always 
tried to manage its activities in 
order to improve, develop and 
enhance the environment and 
global ecosystem.

Positive environmental impact of  BPI activities

Improving the quality of life of citizens

Reducing social damage (theft)

Reducing environmental pollution

Reducing the cost of government investigation in pursuing crimes

Reducing consumption of non-renewable resources such as fuel

Developing of electronic currency in replacement of paper currency

Providing banking services 24/7

Reducing the traffic related to banking activities
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Management of physical resources

BPI’s policy in this area is the efficient use and rational management of resources. In addition 
to optimizing the purchase of materials and equipment, we intend to improve the efficiency 
of work at our bank. For example, we recently implemented the advanced Enterprise Re-
source Planning System (ERP).

ERP
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is a business process management software that allows 
an organization to use a system of integrated applications to manage the business and auto-
mate many back office functions related to technology, services and human resources.

Paper
Reducing the quantity of paper used at our head office and in our branches nationwide is a 
clear indication of our commitment to environment protection.  In 2014, we continued to 
focus on transitioning customers to Online banking, reducing employee prints and increas-
ing the digital delivery of key documents. Since 2011, we have reduced our paper usage by 
12 percent. 
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Paper 8,783,3 7,992,4 7,705,7

Envelope 1,855,5 1,779,0 1,698,2

Usage of Paper at BPI

 ● Studies, research and analysis on issues concerning the Energy Management System 

(EMS) was implemented through a project incorporating few of BPI’s branches in 

Tehran 

 ● In designing BPI’s new Head Office building, we observed all technical requirements 

related to a “Green Building” 

 ● Planning for the use of new and renewable energies in all BPI branches maximizing 

the utilization of energy-efficient equipment and tools

 ● Cost management in all construction projects with the objective of optimum utiliza-

tion of resources and physical assets

Resources, Energy and Environment
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This report contains standard disclosures from the GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines.

Bank Pasargad is amongst Iran’s leading organizations to publish Corporate Social Responsibility Report. In this report, we have strived to address 
most of the guidelines and methods of GRI’s framework. The Global Reporting Initiative “GRI” is an international non-profit pioneering in the field 
of sustainability reporting. GRI enables the companies and organizations to provide transparent and accountable reporting of their sustainability 
performance within a internationally accepted standard framework. For our next report, we aim to prepare Bank Pasargas’s CSR report in 
according to the criteria set within the comprehensive GRI’s G4 pioneer program. This report is based on the Iranian fiscal year, (21 March 2013 - 
20 March 2014). To learn more about GRI and its applying G4 guidelines, please refer to www.globalreporting.org or contact us at r&d@bpi.ir .

Strategy and Analysis Location

G4-1 Provide a statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organization CEO Message

G4-2 Provide a description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities
Chapter 1 and 
Annual Report

Organizational Profile Location

G4-3 Report the name of the organization
Direct answer: 
Bank Pasargad

G4-4 Report the primary brands, products, and services
Chapter 1 and
site: www.bpi.ir

G4-5 Report the location of the organization’s headquarters. Chapter 1. History

G4-6
Report the number of countries where the organization operates, and names of 
countries where either the organization has significant operations or that are specifically
relevant to the sustainability topics covered in the report.

Just Iran

G4-7 Report the nature of ownership and legal form Chapter 1

G4-8 Report the markets served
Chapter 1
Annual Report, page12

G4-9 Report the scale of the organization Chapter 1. Profile

G4-10

a. Report the total number of employees by employment contract and gender Chapter 1. Profile

b. Report the total number of permanent employees by employment type and gender Chapter 7

c. Report the total workforce by employees and supervised workers and by gender Chapter 7

d. Report the total workforce by region and gender Chapter 7

e. Report whether a substantial portion of the organization’s work is performed by workers 
who are legally recognized as self-employed, or by individuals other than employees or 
supervised workers, including employees and supervised employees of contractors. 

Chapter 7

f. Report any significant variations in employment numbers Chapter 7

G4-11 Report the percentage of total employees covered by collective bargaining agreements Chapter 7

G4-12 Describe the organization’s supply chain. Chapter 6

G4-13
Report any significant changes during the reporting period regarding the organization’s size, 
structure, ownership,

Chapter 1. profile

G4-14
Report whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by the 
organization.

Chapter 9

G4-15
List externally developed economic, environmental and social charters, principles, or other 
initiatives to which the organization subscribes or which it endorses.

Chapter 8

G4-16

List memberships of associations and national or international advocacy organizations in 
which the organization: 
Holds a position on the governance body 
Participates in projects or committees 
Provides substantive funding beyond routine membership dues 
Views membership as strategic 

Chapter 8

I. GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOUSURES
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Identified Material Aspects and Boundaries Location

G4-17
List all entities included in the organization’s consolidated financial statements or equivalent 
documents

Annual report

G4-18 Explain the process for defining the report content and the Aspect Boundaries.
Chapter 3. 
About report

G4-19 List all the material Aspects identified in the process for defining report content.
Partially included in 
About Report

G4-20 For each material Aspect, report the Aspect Boundary within the organization Not applicable

G4-21 For each material Aspect, report the Aspect Boundary outside the organization, Not applicable

G4-22
Report the effect of any restatements of information provided in previous reports, and the 
reasons for such restatements

Not applicable

G4-23 Report significant changes from previous reporting periods in the Scope and Aspect Boundaries. Annual Report

Stakeholder Engagement Location

G4-24 Provide a list of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization Chapter 5

G4-25 Report the basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage Chapter 5

G4-26 Report the organization’s approach to stakeholder engagement Chapter 5

G4-27 Report key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement Chapter 5

Report Profile Location

G4-28 Reporting period (such as fiscal or calendar year) for information provided About report

G4-29 Date of most recent previous report (if any)

About report
Direct answer: Our last 
CSR report covered 2013 
and was published in 
July 2014

G4-30 Reporting cycle (such as annual, biennial) Direct answer: Annual

G4-31 Provide the contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents www.bpi.ir

G4-32

a. Report the ‘in accordance’ option the organization has chosen About report

b. Report the GRI Content Index for the chosen option 
Global Reporting 
Initiative disclosures

c. Report the reference to the External Assurance Report, if the report has been               
    externally assured

Not applicable
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Governance Location

G4-34
Report the governance structure of the organization, including committees of the highest 
governance body

Chapter 1

G4-35
Report the process for delegating authority for economic, environmental and social topics 
from the highest governance body to senior executives and other employees

Chapter 1

G4-36
Report whether the organization has appointed an executive-level position or positions with 
responsibility for economic, environmental and social topics, and whether post holders report 
directly to the highest governance body

Chapter 1 and Chapter 2

G4-37
Report processes for consultation between stakeholders and the highest governance body on 
economic, environmental and social topics

Chapter 5

G4-38 Report the composition of the highest governance body and its committees Chapter 1 and Chapter 5

G4-39 Report whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer Chapter 1

G4-40
Report the nomination and selection processes for the highest governance body and its 
committees, and the criteria used for nominating and selecting highest governance body 
members

Chapter 5

G4-41
Report processes for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts of interest are 
avoided and managed

Chapter 1 and Chapter 5

G4-42
Report the highest governance body’s and senior executives’ roles in the development, 
approval, and updating of the organization’s purpose, value or mission statements, strategies, 
policies, and goals related to economic, environmental and social impacts

Chapter 5

G4-44

a. Report the processes for evaluation of the highest governance body’s performance with 
respect to governance of economic, environmental and social topics

Chapter 5

b. Report actions taken in response to evaluation of the highest governance body’s 
performance with respect to governance of economic, environmental and social topics

Chapter 5

G4-45

a. Report the highest governance body’s role in the identification and management of 
economic, environmental and social impacts, risks, and opportunities

Chapter 5

b. Report whether stakeholder consultation is used to support the highest governance body’s 
identification and management of economic, environmental and social impacts, risks, and 
opportunities

Chapter 5

G4-46
Report the highest governance body’s role in reviewing the effectiveness of the organization’s 
risk management processes for economic, environmental and social topics

Chapter 5

G4-51
a. Report the remuneration policies for the highest governance body and senior executives

Corporate Governance 
documents

b. Report how performance criteria in the remuneration policy relate to the highest 
governance body’s and senior executives’ economic, environmental and social objectives

Corporate Governance 
documents

G4-52 Report the process for determining remuneration
Corporate Governance 
documents

G4-53
Report how stakeholders’ views are sought and taken into account regarding remuneration, 
including the results of votes on remuneration policies and proposals,

Chapter 5
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Ethics and integrity Location

G4-56
Describe the organization’s values, principles, standards and norms of behavior such as 
codes of conduct and codes of ethics

Chapter 1.
Document Strategy

G4-57
Report the internal and external mechanisms for seeking advice on ethical and lawful 
behavior, and matters related to organizational integrity, such as helplines or advice 
lines

Chapter 1.
Document Strategy and 
Chapter 7

G4-58
Report the internal and external mechanisms for reporting concerns about unethical 
or unlawful behavior, and matters related to organizational integrity

Chapter 1.
Document Strategy and
Chapter 7

II. SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES

CATEGORY: ECONOMIC

Aspect Economic Performance Location of disclosure

G4-EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed
Annual report
and chapter 5

G4-EC2
Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organization’s 
activities due to climate change

Not applicable

G4-EC3 Coverage of the organization’s defined benefit plan obligations Annual report

G4-EC4 Financial assistance received from government

Direct answer:
Bank Pasargad did not benefit 
from any direct capital or 
liquidity assistance from 
government

Aspect Market Presence Location of disclosure

G4-EC5
Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local minimum wage at 
significant locations of operation

Proprietary information

Aspect Indirect Economic Impacts Location of disclosure

G4-EC7 Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services supported Chapter 8

G4-EC8 Significant indirect economic impacts, including the extent of impacts Chapter 8

Aspect Procurement Practices Location of disclosure

G4-EC9 Proportion of spending on local suppliers at significant locations of operation Chapter 6
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G4-EN13 Habitats protected or restored Proprietary information

Aspect Effluents and Waste Location of disclosure

G4-EN22 Total water discharge by quality and destination

Direct answer:
This information is not 
applicable to Bank Pasaragd 
facilities, as our water is 
discharged to municipal 
treatment systems

G4-EN25 Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated waste deemed hazardous
Direct answer: The total weight 
of hazardous waste exported by 
BPI is zero  

G4-EN26
Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies and related 
habitats significantly affected by the organization’s discharges of water and runoff

Direct answer: The requested 
information is not material to 
the BPI’s operation because 
we only discharge to municipal 
treatment systems

Aspect Products and Services Location of disclosure

G4-EN27 Extent of impact mitigation of environmental impacts of products and services Chapter 10

G4-EN28
Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are reclaimed by 
category

Direct answer: BPI dose not 
manufactured products sold 
in packaging, therefore this 
indicator is not applicable

Aspect Transport Location of disclosure

G4-EN30
Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and other goods and materials 
for the organization’s operations, and transporting members of the workforce

Chapter 10

Aspect Overall Location of disclosure

G4-EN31 Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type
Direct answer:
106 million IRR

Aspect Supplier Environmental Assessment Location of disclosure

G4-EN32 Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria Chapter 6

Aspect Water Location of disclosure

CATEGORY: Environment
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CATEGORY: SOCIAL

SUB-CATEGORY: LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK 

Aspect Employment Location of disclosure

G4-LA1
Total number and rates of new employee hires and employee turnover by
age group, gender and region

Chapter 7

G4-LA2
Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or 
part-time employees, by significant locations of operation

Chapter 7

G4-LA3 Return to work and retention rates after parental leave, by gender Chapter 7

Aspect Labor/ Management Relations Location of disclosure

G4-LA4
Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes, including whether these 
are specified in collective agreements

Negligible impact

Aspect Occupational Health and Safety Location of disclosure

G4-LA5
Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint management–worker 
health and safety committees that help monitor and advise on occupational 
health and safety programs

Chapter 7

G4-LA6
Type of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, 
and total number of work-related fatalities, by region and by gender

Negligible impact

G4-LA8 Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions Chapter 6

Aspect Training and Education Location of disclosure

G4-LA9 Average hours of training per year per employee by gender, and by employee category Chapter 7

G4-LA10
Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued 
employability of employees and assist them in managing career endings

Chapter 7

G4-LA11
Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development 
reviews, by gender and by employee category

Chapter 7

Aspect Diversity and Equal Opportunity Location of disclosure

G4-LA12
Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per employee
category according to gender, age group, minority group membership, and other 
indicators of diversity

Chapter 7

Aspect Equal Remuneration for Women and Men Location of disclosure

G4-LA13
Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men by employee category,
by significant locations of operation

Confidential information
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SUB-CATEGORY: HUMAN RIGHTS 

Aspect Investment Location of disclosure

G4-HR1
Total number and percentage of significant investment agreements and contracts 
that include human rights clauses or that underwent human rights screening

Not available. By the nature of 
our business, our company is not 
a major producer of goods, and 
therefore this is not a statistic 
that we track

Aspect Non-discrimination Location of disclosure

G4-HR3 Total number of incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken Confidential information

Aspect Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining Location of disclosure

G4-HR4
Operations and suppliers identified in which the right to exercise freedom of 
association and collective bargaining may be violated or at significant risk, 
and measures taken to support these rights

Chapter 6

Aspect Child Labor Location of disclosure

G4-HR5
Operations and suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of child 
labor, and measures taken to contribute to the effective abolition of child labor

Not available. By the nature of 
our business, our company is not 
a major producer of goods, and 
therefore this is not a statistic 
that we track

Aspect Forced or Compulsory Labor Location of disclosure

G4-HR6
Operations and suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of forced 
or compulsory labor, and measures to contribute to the elimination of all forms of 
forced or compulsory labor

Not available. By the nature of 
our business, our company is not 
a major producer of goods, and 
therefore this is not a statistic 
that we track
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Aspect Supplier Human Rights Assessment Location of disclosure

G4-HR10 Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using human rights criteria

Not available. By the nature of 

our business, our company is not 

a major producer of goods, and 

therefore this is not a statistic 

that we track

G4-HR11
Significant actual and potential negative human rights impacts in the supply chain 

and actions taken
Not applicable

SUB-CATEGORY: SOCIETY 

Aspect Local Communities Location of disclosure

G4-SO1
Percentage of operations with implemented local community engagement, impact 
assessments, and development programs

Chapter 8

Aspect Anti-corruption Location of disclosure

G4-SO3
Total number and percentage of operations assessed for risks related to corruption 
and the significant risks identified

Direct answer: 100 percent of 
business units are analyzed for 
risks related to corruption

G4-SO4 Communication and training on anti-corruption policies and procedures

Direct answer: 100 percent of 
BPI employees are trained in 
anti-corruption policies as part 
of BPI’s Code of Ethics training

G4-SO5 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

SUB-CATEGORY: PRODUCT RESPONSIBLITY 

Aspect Product and Service Labeling Location of disclosure

G4-PR5 Results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction Chapter 4

Aspect Customer Privacy Location of disclosure

G4-PR8
Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer privacy and 
losses of customer data

Chapter 4
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